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Malalai Joya , october 2, 2015

The painful news of the brutality, bloodshed, and disaster of the people of Kunduz pierces the
heart of every Afghan with a conscience. I mourn with the oppressed people of this province
and offer my condolences for the loss of their loved ones.

The fall of Kunduz in the hands of the savage Taliban not only demonstrates the decadence of
this puppet and mafia regime, but also shows that the rule of national traitors and stooges of the
US and West is sinking our country in dark and bloody days. The officials in Arg are busy
deceiving our people by making commissions to cover up this disgrace instead of shamefully
giving their resignations.

The Taliban, these lackeys of ISI, have practically, directly or indirectly, had their share of power
in this anti-people state next to their factional brethren-in-creed for the past 14 years, thanks to
the occupation of Afghanistan by the US and its allies.
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Even the children of Afghanistan now know that the US is the creator of the Taliban who used
Pakistan to finance, arm, and train them and then bring them to power in Afghanistan. By
funding and equipping terrorists and relocating this war to the north of Afghanistan, the US is
trying to drown the area into insecurity and export these terrorist to Central Asian countries and
Russia.

The other painful issue is that a number of infamous warlords such as Atta, Amanullah Guzar,
Almas, Bismillah, and others are crying crocodile tears for the people of Kunduz; while we all
know that these treacherous despots laid the groundwork the growth of the Taliban and ISIS
with their corruption, looting, and oppression. Taliban and these Jehadi commanders are no
different in essence: they are both bloodthirsty traitors that serve other countries. The people of
Kunduz have suffered under the oppression and barbarity of the Jehadi commanders for years
and are today suffering from two sides, slowly being destroyed by both sides.
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